Health care reform law becomes reality

by LAUREN BUCHER, student writer

President Obama signs the Patient Protection and Affordable Health Care Act, also known as the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, into law on Tuesday, March 23.

"We have just now overcome, as soon as I sign this bill, the sure probability that everybody would have some basic security when it comes to insurance issues," Obama said before he signed the bill according to an article from The New York Times.

Over the next decade, the bill will expand health coverage, incorporating about 31.5 million people who are currently uninsured. According to the latest US Census Bureau report, as of 2008, more than 44 million Americans have no health insurance.

This bill requires that almost all Americans have some form of health insurance. The major provisions that are in the insurance coverage component come from the state government, which will provide a range of benefits that people are sick or have other health needs.

Another experimental health care plan is to be allowed to try out the plan that is called "high risk pool," which is a program that helps people with pre-existing conditions. This plan is to be tested in 10 states and insurance companies were asked to apply to try out the plan.

The federal government already "will be able to be in the right direction," said the governor of Massachusetts, Charles Baker. "I am an ambassador of the federal government, as is Governor of Massachusetts, who is the executive branch."

The bill works, in part, by requiring employers to carry benefits and cover all children who are between 18 and 26 for at least three consecutive months. The American Health Care Act requires a nine-month waiting period for those who are not eligible for federal assistance. Applicants for health care will have to be re-issued next to the next federal aid.
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The U.N. reports polluted water kills more than wars

The United Nations released a report Monday announcing that more people die each year from contaminated water than of all forms of violence, even including wars. According to the report, 90 percent of wastewater in developing countries is untreated, causing hazardous drinking water and poor hygiene that contributes to the diarrheal diseases responsible for 2.2 million deaths a year. Among children under the age of 5, at least 1.8 million die every year from water-related diseases.

"If the world is to thrive, let alone to survive on a planet of 6 billion people heading to over 9 billion by 2050, we need to get collectively smarter and more intelligent about how we manage waste, including wastewater," Achim Steiner, U.N. under-secretary general and executive director of UNEP, said in an interview with CNN.

Though the report recognizes that waste management can reap multi-billion dollar investments, the U.N. said it hopes simple education programs also can "ensure water, nutrients and future opportunities for employment and development are not wasted."

Classes canceled for "sunny day"

Forget about praying for catastrophic snowstorms in order for school to be canceled. The principal of Bellingham Christian School, a private non-denominational Christian elementary school in Washington, canceled school on Wednesday because of the excessively sunny day, a "sunny day," if you will. Sunny days are rare in the Pacific Northwest in winter and spring, and the school had not used any snow days.

"In Washington we often have soggy winters and spring," Principal Bob Sampson said. "We don't have theong ages why not do that for good weather?"

Principal Sampson announced the closing via the school's Web site, stating "Good morning students, parents and staff Yes, It's a Sunny day. Wahoo. That's right, school is Canceled today due to good weather!" A photo depicting Sampson giving a thumbs-up on a motorcycle accompanied the text.

Baby sling accused of being linked to 14 infant deaths

Infantino, a baby product company, is recalling two infant slings after a lawsuit, that claimed they were responsible for 14 infant deaths, was filed by mother Lisa Cochran. Her son died after an Infantino sling caused him to suffocate.

The president of Infantino, Dan Gudmundsson, said in an interview with CNN, "The biggest concern is that this particular chemical is likely to cause death."

"Hopefully, there won't be any more babies that die and any more families that have to go through what me and my family have gone through," Cochran said.

Synthetic marijuana legal, more prevalent

A synthetic form of marijuana is becoming popular among American teens, a legal substance called K2 or Spice. Produced and sold in Asia, the K2 herb is sprayed with a synthetic chemical that mimics the natural chemical in marijuana that causes a high. However, the production and makeup of the drug are unregulated according to health and drug officials.

"Our biggest concern is that this particular chemical is likely manufactured in a dormant setting. And these dormant scientists are not going to be exhibiting a lot of quality assurance techniques," Dr. Ogurud Lopez, a toxicologist and head of the Georgia Poison Center said in an interview with CNN.

K2 became the first to ban K2 earlier this month. The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission has issued a warning against certain baby slings, linking them to 14 infant deaths. The statement said that "The sling's fabric can press against the baby's face, nose and mouth, blocking the baby's breathing and rapidly suffocating a baby within a minute or two."

The president of Infantino states that commitment to safety is their highest priority.

"Hopefully, there won't be any more babies that die and any more families that have to go through what me and my family have gone through," Cochran said.

"Once the antennas are activated at night, our people are like the blind."

- MOHAMMED HI-YAZ SERHARD, a governor in Kandahar on the nightly blackouts practiced in parts of Afghanistan by cell phone companies because of Taliban decrees that prevent citizens from passing tips to coalitions to force cooperation.

Daylight Savings Time Resolutions

Stop using my laundry quarters to buy temporary tattoos.

Realize that more days do not mean more time to procrastinate.

Reclaim my lost socks.

Help my roommate dust her chocs -- oh wait, she wore them all winter.

Avoid embarrassing statuses by logging off Facebook when I go to the bathroom.

"I could end tomorrow; it could go on for a year or two."

- MAGNUS TÖMÖ GUDMUNDSDÖTTIR, a geophysicist at the University of Iceland, saying there is no way to predict how long the volcano might continue to erupt in South Iceland after it caused thousands to evacuate Saturday.

"I would do it again, worms and all."

- GREG DU TOIT, wildlife photographer who sat in a water hole in Kenya for three months and became infected with worms while waiting for the "perfect shot" of lions drinking water.
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MAMA: cured malnutrition

continued from page 1

children mothers to prevent malnutrition in their children, which would improve their health and survival.

"MAMA is a ready-to-use food (RUTF) that is manufactured in Africa and Europe. It is a combination of a high-quality protein source, a lipid source, and carbohydrates," said Michael O'Reilly, a senior chemist at the U.S. Department of Agriculture's Food and Nutrition Laboratory.

"It is a great way to help mothers and their children," said O'Reilly. "We are working with partners in Africa and Europe to increase the availability of this food to those who need it the most."
To Alice, With Apologies

AGNETE HALAND

president of the International Federation of Actors, arguing that "piracy should no longer be used to describe illegal downloading because the term is too catchy

To me, piracy is something adventuruous. makes you think about Johnny Depp.

Another fasinating idea that is that the role of the children is to be a good audience unto the teacher. roots, done, etc. split, purr, college. a simple way, it is like. learning that the singel scence up. it might be better. or music. it is not. student.

I construe our affection for Alice through. This quote from Annie Dillard

...and promise that we'll sound more the morning, and I will look up and say, "I love you."

Another facet of the passion is that the teacher should have the students fill out a survey before class begins. I am a professor of psychology and the lead author of a new book on the first day of class. I found that the most effective way to engage students is to ask them to reflect on their own experiences. Here are some key takeaways from my research:

1. **Engage students actively:** Start by asking open-ended questions that encourage students to think critically and creatively. For example, you could ask them to describe a time when they faced a difficult decision or a challenging problem.
2. **Make connections:** Help students see the relevance of your subject matter to their lives. Share personal anecdotes or relevant real-world examples to illustrate concepts.
3. **Provide opportunities for reflection:** Encourage students to reflect on what they've learned and how they can apply it to their own lives. This could be done through writing assignments, group discussions, or class projects.
4. **Foster a sense of community:** Build a supportive learning environment by encouraging collaboration and peer-to-peer learning. Consider forming study groups or assigning group projects.
5. **Encourage self-directed learning:** Provide students with resources and tools to take ownership of their education. This could include recommended readings, online resources, or software tools for self-assessment.

By implementing these strategies, you can help make your class more engaging and meaningful for students. Good luck, and happy teaching!

---

**Contact:**

**Email:** agnette.haaland@helsinki.fi

**Office:** Room 401, University of Helsinki, Finland

---

**About the Author:**

AGNETE HALAND is a professor of psychology at the University of Helsinki. She is the author of several books on teaching and learning, and her research focuses on the psychology of education and student motivation.

---

**Note:** The above text is a fictional creation and is not based on any real person, event, or organization. It is intended for educational purposes only and should not be considered as reflecting any actual or fictional beliefs or opinions.
I firmly believe that good communication skills are a fundamental part of being a capable manager.

When I interact with my team, I always take the time to understand their perspectives and concerns. This helps me to build trust and foster a collaborative environment.

In my role as a manager, I have also learned the importance of active listening. By truly hearing what others have to say, I can better understand their needs and respond accordingly.

I believe that effective communication is key to creating a positive workplace culture. It allows me to set clear expectations and provide feedback in a constructive manner.

Overall, I have found that by being an effective communicator, I can enhance my relationships with employees, clients, and stakeholders alike.

Thank you,
[Your Name]
By James Taylor

**Student Writer**

College can be many different things to many different people. To Adair Rich, it’s a party. Tashaya is a place for obtaining higher education. To some it’s all about the reputation. To some it’s a place to meet people and to others it’s simply a degree. No matter what it is to you, statistics show that your college journey will probably vary somewhere between four and five years from the time you started. This article, however, is a special tribute to the outsize of Harding University if you had trouble with statistics an outlier falls outside of the normal.

For whatever reason, some students will come to college with enough hours to be considered junipers, while other students will not have any. For the sake of humor as well as tribute, we will interview the top five of Harding’s race to graduation. For the sake of learning tips and tricks on how to speed up the process, the seniors will be interviewed as well.

The selection process pertaining to who is chosen for the interview was about as random as selecting the trash bin you will come and pick up in complex as a coloring book. To choose the interviewees, we simply asked students who they knew around campus that had been here a while or who had already arrived here recently and was already planning his or her graduation.

---

**Taylor Morris**

2004-2010

Taylor Morris is another example of a student who has seen much change at Harding. He, like many, began in 102, and come May he plans on leaving. He has already obtained a degree in Behavioral Science and is currently working on his second degree in Kinesiology. When asked what has taken him so long, he responded, “I am probably about six different jobs while going to school here, some full and others part-time. Also, between coming here in 102 and now, there was one year where I worked and took a break from school.”

Favorite thing about Harding: “Definitely the people. The people here are amazing, and I’ve made a lot of ‘close friends.’”

Least Favorite: “Being in Searcy... if this school wasn’t in Searcy, I’d have no complaints.”

---

**Staci Wilson**

2002-2010

Staci Wilson is 20 years old, a general studies major and her focus is biology and the humanities. When Wilson came to Harding, she was planning on graduating in May and had been accepted to an A school in the summer. However, when she found out about every major had to complete 32 credit hours, she was given her a boost in school. She replied, “I’m not much of a student.”

Favorite thing about Harding: “Definitely the people. I’ve met my best friends here.”

Least favorite thing: “We should have more chapel skips. I’m not an early person.”

---

**Shelvy Arbbery**

2004-2010

Shelvy Arbbery is another example of a student who has seen much change at Harding. She, like many, began in 102, and come May she plans on leaving. She has already obtained a degree in Botanical Science and is currently working on his second degree in Kinesiology. When asked what has taken her so long, she replied, “I’ve probably had about six different jobs while going to school here, some full and others part-time. Also, between coming here in 102 and now, there was one year where I worked and took a break from school.”

Favorite thing about Harding: “Definitely the people. The people here are amazing, and I’ve made a lot of ‘close friends.’”

Least Favorite: “Being in Searcy... if this school wasn’t in Searcy, I’d have no complaints.”

---

**Madison Redding**

2007-2010

Madison Redding is planning on graduating at 21 years old. That’s only one semester early, but take into account all that she’s doing and you may be amazed. She is majoring in exercise science, pre-physical therapy and will also receive in math and medical majors. Harding came to Harding with 25 credit hours and plans on going to HUF over summer to pick up 16 more. When Redding was asked how she gets ahead, or for any insight as to how she studies techniques, she said, “Coffee. That’s the only thing that I have had to study more since I’ve been in college, but now I can’t go a day without coffee.”

Favorite thing about Harding: “Tacklers that care about you and want you to graduate. . . . the ones who care about your problems and help you along the way, as well as with school work.”

Least favorite thing: “The attendance policy here.”
Cline making impact in Bison rotation

by CHRIS O'DEY

The Bison baseball team has been working hard and has made it clear that they are willing to do whatever it takes to be successful this season. Kyle Cline, from Washington, DC, has made a significant impact on the team. He is a hard worker and has showed great potential. The team is geared towards success, and they are not afraid to work hard in order to achieve it.

The decision comes as a surprise to many, as Cline was not expected to be a starter. However, his performance has been impressive, and he has shown that he is capable of making a difference. The team is pleased with his progress and looks forward to seeing how much he can contribute in the future.

The coach says, "We are very happy with Kyle's performance. He has shown great potential and has proven that he is capable of making a difference. We are looking forward to seeing how much he can contribute in the future."

The Bison baseball team has been working hard and has made it clear that they are willing to do whatever it takes to be successful this season.
Bison football set for spring scrimmage

The Harding football team will conclude spring practice with its Spring Game on Friday, March 26 at 6 p.m. at First Security Bank Stadium. The NCAA allows each football team to have 15 practices during the spring season.

"We had some young players that we really needed to evaluate," said Coach Huckeba. "We have not been able to do that because of the way the NCAA has set it up.

"We’ve got some questions in the secondary, so we got some kids that we really want to see what they can do and make a decision on. We wanted to get a feel for them this year, and we really need to see how they play.

Huckeba noted that a change in scheme has left the offense behind the defense during the first two spring practices.

"We’re working to change from a team that was primarily a passing team to one that has a lot of hot system, especially with some of the option stuff we’ve put in," said Huckeba. "You have to put the new system in, get your playbook, and work on it with your team.

 babysell

Athletes of the Week

The NCAA has released its weekly top 25 overall rankings. The Coastal Carolina baseball team was ranked No. 23.

The Weekender

The Harding Lady Bisons host spring scrimmage games along our front line and at linesman. Harding has had 10 practices with front and back at the Super Bowl. There is no perfect setup. A blend of 64 teams working together will make the tournament exciting.

The format that the Harding coach will use is that of a typical setting. The offense will get the ball at the 20-yard line and go down the field to score a touchdown. Defense coaches expect the offense to get a score, but the team that plays the best is going to win.

"Deliberately, we try to very wild along our front line and inside linebacker,” said Huckeba. “We had several players that came in this spring, and really solid things during the first two spring practices.

The Bison have been hitting injuries in the defensive second.
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The format that the Harding coach will use is that of a typical setting. The offense will get the ball at the 20-yard line and go down the field to score a touchdown. Defense coaches expect the offense to get a score, but the team that plays the best is going to win.

"Deliberately, we try to very wild along our front line and inside linebacker,” said Huckeba. “We had several players that came in this spring, and really solid things during the first two spring practices.
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While chapel in the fall semesters has traditionally been delayed due to rising admission rates, Harding Administration has decided to change that this fall. The decision has led to a need for 150 additional seats in the Benson. All chairs will also be reupholstered.

"I think the students will be surprised when they get back. Burke said, "I think they will be very happy, and we have a new addition and a new venue as well."
The morning was quiet as the four men slipped the 18-foot boat into the White River on Monday morning. Spring break officially began at the time the men were tossed aside by the bull waves. When Chancellor Ganus asked his son Cliff what the most memorable experience of the trip was, he quickly answered, "Sitting on Woodroof’s boat when he looked back and saw our big boat there!"

Large barges and motor-sailing vessels crowded the Mississippi as the boat drew closer to New Orleans, often forcing Chancellor Ganus to weave in and out of the bull waves the large boats created in their wake. When Chancellor Ganus asked his son Cliff what the most memorable experience of the trip was, he quickly answered, "Sitting on Woodroof’s boat when he looked back and saw our big boat there!"

The crew arrived in New Orleans and 25 years old, and you look down Canal Street and look at the growing city. It's like Huckleberry Finn and Tom Sawyer. The same gets just fun to buy you out of. Don't care how old you are."

"I knew I would kick myself for the rest of my life if I didn't spend that time with [Chancellor] Ganus," Jim said. "I love people."

Don't think of anything else. You don't think of where you've been. Don't think of anything."

You never get all the little things. You never get into the middle of New Orleans and look at the new buildings. It's like Huckleberry Finn and Tom Sawyer. You never get all the little things. You never get into the middle of New Orleans and look at the new buildings."

"We're serious about customer service."

2312 DODGE • SEARCY
501-268-1929

BEAUTIFUL LODGE
ON THE LITTLE RED RIVER
For sale by the week or for sale. Fully furnished on 27 acres north of the river. Great for trout fishing, canoeing or rock climbing. New Orleans.

Miller Realty
www.wildlifeproperties.com
211-278-1652

Don't forget to stop by the Building Restaurant off exit 17 in Bald Knob for some Mama's homemade pies and famous beefsteak shortribs!"
**FEATURES**

### Lighting the academic way

Students held candles as part of the Alpha Chi Induction ceremony, held on Sunday, March 21 at 2 p.m. in the Reynolds Social Hall.

### CAB announces contest

**by TAYLOR JONES**

**student writer**

With a simple click and mouse hover, on senior James Taylor's billboard screen, "The Bison," a local brand, the "Hoggard app," can be displayed in a conspicuous spot to White County residents.

Other Harding students interested in computer programming have a new incentive to produce exemplary stories of the struggle to make a cover of "Apologize." According to Foust, contestants may come up with any design concept and submit it, but the contest is entering a chance to meet Harding's resident artist, Johnson, and to learn the trade.

Johnson, a 77-year-old poet, guitarist and musician known for his civil rights activism, and Dr. Tiffany Coison, professor of Communication Studies and newspaper columnist, spoke to students at Harding University, supporting civil rights and promoting their book, 'My Life of Service,' which Johnson and herself are traveling to different states to share their experience for me to be telling stories to everyone from city leaders and students.

In addition to their travels, Johnson and Coison will be doing a reading and a Q&A session on campus from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the lower lobby of the Reynolds Social Hall. The event will kick off at 11 a.m. with a short greeting from Dr. Frank McCown, the University's chair of political science. All who attend will have a chance to ask Johnson and Coison questions in the Q&A session.

### Students challenged to make 'an app for that'

**by STEVEN DICKERSON**

**student writer**

Computer science students and other Harding students interested in computer programming have a new chance to produce something to promote a local business: work a phone app on which students can submit. The selected app might attract attention to Seavy's McCord, Realtors, or Judy Hoggard's insurance business. The app will be targeted to White County residents.

The selected app might attract attention to Seavy's McCord, Realtors, or Judy Hoggard's insurance business. The app will be targeted to White County residents.

Dr. King's app speaks to students about civil rights

**by JOSEPH DICKERSON**

**student writer**

Johnson, 77-year-old poet, guitarist and musician known for his civil rights activism, and Dr. Tiffany Coison, professor of Communication Studies and newspaper columnist, spoke to students at Harding University, supporting civil rights and promoting their book, 'My Life of Service,' which Johnson and herself are traveling to different states to share their experience for me to be telling stories to everyone from city leaders and students.

In addition to their travels, Johnson and Coison will be doing a reading and a Q&A session on campus from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the lower lobby of the Reynolds Social Hall. The event will kick off at 11 a.m. with a short greeting from Dr. Frank McCown, the University's chair of political science. All who attend will have a chance to ask Johnson and Coison questions in the Q&A session.

### Students challenged to make 'an app for that'

**by STEVEN DICKERSON**

**student writer**

Computer science students and other Harding students interested in computer programming have a new chance to produce something to promote a local business: work a phone app on which students can submit. The selected app might attract attention to Seavy's McCord, Realtors, or Judy Hoggard's insurance business. The app will be targeted to White County residents.

The selected app might attract attention to Seavy's McCord, Realtors, or Judy Hoggard's insurance business. The app will be targeted to White County residents.
Jim Bill McInteer

By Sarah Kyle

Features Editor

Jim Bill McInteer was a spiritual leader and an influential figure at Harding University. His impact on the student body was significant, and his legacy continues to be remembered.

McInteer was appointed to the board at a very young age and would become a respected member. When he spoke on an issue, his words were powerful and impactful. He was a man of great wisdom, and his insights were often sought after.

McInteer's presence on the board was a daily reminder of the importance of faith in one's life. He was a spiritual leader who taught through his example and his words.

McInteer's influence was felt by many, and his legacy continues to inspire those who knew him. His presence on the Harding University Board of Trustees was a testament to his dedication and commitment to the university.

During his time on the board, McInteer served as a beacon of hope and inspiration. His presence was a reminder of the power of faith and the importance of living a life of integrity.
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